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406 Ashbourne Crescent, Nepean, ON K2J 0H7

Jul. 12, 2021

$660,000 - $765,000

Located in the desirable neighbourhood of Barrhaven, this end-unit townhome would be appealing to most demographics. Close to the Minto 
Recreation Complex, multiple schools within walking distance. The main level has natural light in the living and dining areas. There is a fully finished 
basement on the lower level that can be used as recreational space or home office. The backyard is complete and spacious.

406 Ashbourne Cres.

good

3,013.45 sq ft

row unit

2-storey

2008/good

3

2.5

part finished

single attached garage

314 Espin Hts.

$765,000

similar

3,564.13 sq ft

row unit

2-storey

2010/good-excellent

3

2.5

full finished

single attached garage

134 Abetti Ridge

$737,742

similar

3,383.43 sq ft

row unit

2-storey

2010/good

3

2.5

full finished

single attached garage

31 Kirkstone Pvt.

$713,000

similar

4,526.77 sq ft

row unit

2-storey

2003/good-average

3

2+2 half

full finished

single attached garage

Comparable 1 has a larger lot which is considered superior to the subject property. Comparable 1 has smiliar bedrooms and bathroom finish. The 
subject and comparable sale 1 are both end units and have smilar bedroom and bathroom finish. Comparbale sale 1 has superior basement finish and is 
considered to be in better overall condition. As a result, sale 1 is considered superior to the subject as it has a slightly larger lot, is considered in superior 
overall condition and has more basement finish.

Comparable sale 2 has lightly larger lot which is considered superior to the subject property. Comparable sale 2 is considered in similar condition to the 
subject and consists of 3 bedrooms and 2.5 bathrooms. Comparable 2 has more basement finish which is superior to the subject. Sale 2 is considered 
similar to the subject as it an end unit and is constructed in the same era. Sale 2 is also considered similar in condition and quality of finish.

Comparable sale 3 has a larger lot, more bathrooms and more basement finish which is superior to the subject. Sale 3 is inferior in age and overall 
quality and condition. Sale 3 is considered inferior to the subject as it older and is considered inferior in condition and finish. 


